Communications for Council Received on PW31.10 – From 168 Individuals

25-Jul-18 Email from: Kelly Sturino
25-Jul-18 Email from: Jennefer Laidley
25-Jul-18 Email from: Kaitlin Johnston
25-Jul-18 Email from: Kathryn Tait
25-Jul-18 Email from: Desiree Blondin-White
25-Jul-18 Email from: Laura Riches
25-Jul-18 Email from: Diana Chang
25-Jul-18 Email from: Elizabeth Le
25-Jul-18 Email from: Christina Ferrari
25-Jul-18 Email from: Jennifer Munro
25-Jul-18 Email from: Rowen Brownlow
25-Jul-18 Email from: Aaron Fletcher
25-Jul-18 Email from: Laurien Habijanac
25-Jul-18 Email from: Heather Urquhart
25-Jul-18 Email from: Claire Carabott
25-Jul-18 Email from: Esya Osherovsky
25-Jul-18 Email from: Jaylene Wells
25-Jul-18 Email from: Talal Al Hamad
25-Jul-18 Email from: Chelsea Duncan
25-Jul-18 Email from: Lynda Baker
25-Jul-18 Email from: Naomi Greer
25-Jul-18 Email from: Heather Pike
25-Jul-18 Email from: Monica De Vera
25-Jul-18 Email from: Lynn Daly
25-Jul-18 Email from: Frances Skulj
24-Jul-18 Email from: Carmen Hurtado
24-Jul-18 Email from: Kate Davies
24-Jul-18 Email from: Andrea Tang
24-Jul-18 Email from: Phil Strong
24-Jul-18 Email from: Ralph Laurette
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Liz  Del Signore
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Amy  Skulj
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Caroline Spearing
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Deshanel Evans
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Susan Gerhard
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Emile Maamary
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Frances Bleviss
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Maggie Clapperton
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Christopher Matzner
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Anne Keary
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Lisa Bleviss
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Jenn Sartor
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Walter Yeung
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Gaëlle Martin-cocher
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Alexandra Polera
24-Jul-18  Email from:  Shannon Mulligan
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Michi McCloskey
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Stephanie Cabildo
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Jocelyn Hajash
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Christine Cornakovic
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Ray Edmond
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Becky Armstrong
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Faith Seekings
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Linda Clothier
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Laura Desclaux
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Arjie de Chavez
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Steph Walker
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Joanne Haskins
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Eileen Chen
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Heather Worte
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Michael Roy
23-Jul-18  Email from:  Susan Atkinson
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Haralambos Kalpakis
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Chantal Kemppi
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Antoinette Battaglia
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Joanne Fung
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Paige Leslie
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Tina Jung
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Lara Graham
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Peter Goshulak
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Kateryna Stevenson
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Hayley Kennington
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Steve Kaszas
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Hillary Predko
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Patrizia Brasch
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Suze Armstrong
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Agnes Koc
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Stephanie Barraco
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Philippa Curtin
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Kim Hinton
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Michael Connolly
20-Jul-18  Email from:  Jeanne Duperreault
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Howard Gorman
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Lindsay Borrell
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Francis Domingue
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Nicola Wismer
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Julian Murray
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Madeleine Domingue
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Deshanel Evans
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Teri McIver
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Cassandra Ciarallo
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Carmel Brophey
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Mayhay Ho
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Jeff Munroe
19-Jul-18  Email from:  Pamela Gordon
18-Jul-18  Email from:  Mary Gauthier
18-Jul-18  Email from:  Murray Lumley
18-Jul-18  Email from:  Brandon Ly
18-Jul-18  Email from:  Ellen Pauker
18-Jul-18  Email from:  Carolyn Pisani
18-Jul-18  Email from:  Joseph Pauker
17-Jul-18  Email from:  Sacha Walter
17-Jul-18  Email from:  Leslie Dolman
Dear Clerk,

I’m calling on you to take action and explore all options and tools to stop the use of non-recyclable and harmful plastics in Toronto.

Disposable products and excessive packaging are causing major harm to the environment both when they are produced and at the end of their life.

Black plastic, coffee pods, take out cups and 'compostable' products are just some of the single-use plastics that are polluting our environment and contaminating our recycling system. New single-use products and plastics are being put on the market every day and we residents and our recycling facilities can't keep up!

This contamination could cost the City of Toronto up to $9 million extra this year alone.

As other levels of government consider actions on plastic, Toronto can join the fight. I'm happy that Toronto Council asked staff to investigate what powers the City has to reduce or eliminate problem single-use materials with bans, fees, restrictions or other tools.

When City Staff reported back to PWIC, they recommended a plan to intensively consult with the public, businesses and other stakeholders to identify if and how the City should take action to deal with problem wastes like single-use plastics and packaging. The Public Works & Infrastructure Committee agreed, and asked staff to get the consultation done in the next 6 months.

This is Council's opportunity to show leadership by showing that it's willing to take a serious look at options, to really listen to Torontonians and to take concrete actions.

Can I count on you to show your support for immediate action on plastic waste?

Sincerely,